Wamaloki
Rite of Passage summer camp for boys

www.wamaloki.com
1 in 3 women experience sexual assault in their lifetime.

The current narrative is that masculinity is fundamentally toxic.
At one point in a boy's puberty he actively challenges his father and seeks outside role models.

Parents find it hard to find suitable role models in a world where the president of the USA boasts about his sexual assault.
Wamaloki summer camps help those parents. Trained role models guide teenage boys through a rite of passage experience towards their own version of healthy masculinity.

The young men will come back with critical life skills, strong sense of self, understand their potential and their own healthy vision for their future.
This camp is designed to mark the transition from boy to man.
Using the Jungian archetypes of **Warrior, Magician, Lover, King** as a framework for mature, authentic, and revitalized masculinity.
I seek help with:

- Awareness of **cultural sensitivities** and **gender identities**
- Skills around **Risk Management**
- Experience in holding **liminal space**
- Mentorship/advisory from **accomplished facilitators**
- Feedback on good **location(s)**

hello@bonnymorlak.com